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NOTICE

This document is disseminated under the sponsorship of
the Department of Transportation in the interest of
information exchange. The United States Goverm nt
assumes no liability for the contents or use thereof.

The United States Government does not endorse products
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FOREWORD

This report was prepared by Douglas Aircraft Company, of McDonnell Douglas Corporation,
Long Beach, California, under Contract No. DTFA03-82-C00055. It covers an improved interior
emergency lighting and emergency exit study for the evacuation of passengers during dense
cabin smoke conditions. This work was conducted between September 30, 1982 and May 31,
1983.

The following Douglas personnel were principal contributors to the study:

M. Teal Principal Investigator
A. A. Amster Electrical Engineering
W. H. Shook Interiors Engineering
M. M. Platte System Analysis

The project was sponsored by the Department of Transportation, Federal Aviation Administra-
tion Technical Center, Atlantic City Airport, New Jersey. Dr. Thor Eklund was the Project
Manager for the Federal Aviation Administration.
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SUMMARY

--- rThis is the final report on the Improved Interior Emergency Lighting Study. The purpose of this
study was to formulate a detailed cost analysis of two emergency light and emergency exit sign

* concepts or systems in commercial transport aircraft for improved passenger evacuation in

dense cabin smoke conditions. Eleven emergency lighting systems were initially identified as
possible candidate concepts. Of these, two were selected for a detailed cost analysis. Both

selected systems are proposed as supplements to the existing emergency lighting system.

These two systems are:

Model 1 - Self-Illuminated Markers and Exit Signs

Model 2 - Incandescent Lights and Self-Illuminated Exit Signs.

----Cost estimates were prepared to implement these two concepts during production of new air-
*" craft or during retrofit of existing aircraft. These estimates are summarized in the latter part of

Section 2.

The use of the proposed emergency lighting systems in aircraft evacuation should be demonstra-
* ted to ensure that they provide a worthwhile improvement in crash survival. Additional studies

and testing should be conducted for lighting systems for which data were not available. -
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

In a survivable passenger aircraft accident, the occupants must evacuate the aircraft rapidly
before they are overcome by a postcrash fire. Postc.ash fires may occur when large quantities of
fuel spill out of the tanks and are ignited. The cabin then becomes filled with dense smoke, and
visual recognition of the cabin layout as to aisles, seats, and exits becomes progressively less

defined. The physiological effects of oxygen depletion, excessive temperature, toxic gases, and
lachrymal effects all work to delay evacuation. Moreover, the evacuation lights and markers
may be obscured because of the smoke.

Interior materials with specified fire-retardant characteristics are used in new commercial
transport aircraft. Emergency lighting and emergency exiting systems in aircraft have been
continuously improved; however, aircraft fires with dense cabin smoke conditions still occur.

Emergency lighting systems in present commercial aircraft are mounted in the upper portion of
the passenger cabin, usually in the ceiling. During conditions of dense smoke in the cabin, the
light from emergency lights becomes blocked out. Smoke in the cabin rises and stratifies, as

illustrated in Figure 1. The smoke is too dense for visible light to penetrate. Lights or markers in
the lower part of the cabin can be visible for a greater length of time during a postcrash fire.

.FO
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The design of the emergency lighting and emergency exit systems for commercial aircraft is
governed by Federal Air Regulations 25.811, Emergency Exit Marking, and 25.812, Emergency
Lighting. Any proposed changes in the existing emergency lighting and emergency exit systems
would have to meet these regulations. Copies of FAR 25.811 and FAR 25.812 are reproduced in
the Appendix.

METHODOLOGY

This study ,vas conducted to provide an in-depth cost analysis for development of two improved
interior emergency lighting and emergency exit systems that would aid passenger evacuation in
dense cabin smoke conditions. Modern commercial aircraft are designed for a high level of
safety; however, new protective features are assessed by comparing the increased level of
safety with the added complexity, weight, and operational constraints.

For each system, the illumination levels achieved along aisles were specified and the amount of
hardware necessary to achieve such illumination was also determined. Each system was evalua-

ted as to material cost, weight, installation cost (direct as well as indirect through aircraft down-

* time), maintenance cost, impact on existing aircraft systems, and feasibility within existing air-
craft design and operational constraints.

The costs of each system were broken down into detailed categories including but not limited to
cost per fixture, cost for a given aircraft model, weight penalties, and power requirements. The
cost aspect considered the following separate situations:

-. The cost of the proposed systems against the existing system's cost on aircraft as they are
manufactured.

•"The cost of retrofit during a scheduled two-year period.

- The cost of retrofit when the work is done during extensive overhaul of an aircraft.

The commercial fleet considered for this study consists of the DC-8, DC-9, DC-10, L-1011, A300,
and the Boeing 727, 737, 747, 757, and 767 aircraft.

This report documents the efforts performed for this contracted program. Commercial aircraft
emergen!y lighting systems, the effects of dense smoke in the cabin, and regulations governing
emergency lighting systems and exits were analyzed. Two supplemental systems were proposed

' and a detailed cost analysis was performed.

- 4 . .



SECTION 2

DISCUSSION

DATA BASE

The data base was obtained by reviewing Government and industry documents on aircraft

emergency lighting in dense smoke conditions (see References I to 8).

In present commercial aircraft, most emergency lighting systems are located in the ceiling. They

have good operational capabilities except in dense cabin smoke conditions, when visibility is

poor. This study analyzed the feasibility of placing the emergency lights in a lower location in

-. order to provide a longer period of passenger awareness of the evacuation route during dense

cabin smoke conditions. Possible locations considered were the baggage rack, sidewall, seats,

and floor. Four types of lighting systems were considered; incandescent, fluorescent, elec-

troluminescent, and self-illuminated. Tests performed by the Federal Aviation Administration

(FAA) demonstrated the following facts:

* Dense smoke in the cabin quickly obscures visibility.

* Lowering exit lights and signs significantly increases their effectiveness in a cabin smoke

environment.

* Increasing the luminance of lights and signs provides little increase in the time that they re-

main visible in dense cabin smoke conditions.

Eleven candidate systems were defined, and are presented in Table 1. Design and performance

data were identified for each system, with data from Reference 2 used to approximate visibility

time. Emergency lighting data for each aircraft model analyzed in this study are presented in

Table 2. In most cases, the particular model of each aircraft type with the most dense seating

capacity was chosen. The number and type of aircraft for each airline in the U.S. domestic fleet

were determined as shown in Table 3 (Reference 7).

The cost of retrofitting during a two-year period or during an extensive overhaul was studied.

Modifications on most aircraft could be completed in two years without removing the aircraft

from revenue service. The larger aircraft could be retrofitted within three years. Self-

illuminated markers and signs could be provided within a two-year period.

The use of incandescent lights and self-illuminated signs requires a considerable amount of part

removal and replacement. This proposed supplemental emergency lighting system could be

installed during regular scheduled maintenance and implemented within a three-year period.

:; 3
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TABLE 1

EMERGENCY LIGHTING SYSTEMS

Candidate Systems Characteristics

1. Baggage Rack Seat light blockage; adds approximately 15 seconds
New System of visibility in dense smoke conditions. Requires

. Bullnose lights new light fixtures, baggage rack modification, and
Incandescent more maintenance; requires baggage rack and emergency

lighting recertification.

2. Sidewall liqhts Seat light blockage; poor aisle illumination; adds
Adds more lights approximately 30 seconds of visibility in dense
Incandescent smoke conditions. Requires new light fixtures,

batteries, and more maintenance; requires FAA
approval.

3. Armrest lights Good aisle illumination; adds approximately
New System 45 seconds of visibility in dense smoke conditions.
Fluorescent Requires new fixture, batteries, seats, and more

maintenance; major changes. Requires FAA
recertification of lights and seats.

4. Armrest lights Good aisle illumination; adds approximately
New ystem 45 seconds of visibility in dense smoke conditions.
Incandescent Requires new fixtures, batteries, and seats, and

more maintenance; major changes. Requires FAA
recertification of lights and seats.

5. Seat Panel Lights Additional aisle illumination; adds approximately
Add more lights 45 seconds of visibility in dense smoke conditions.
Electroluminescent Requires new fixtures, batteries, transformers,

and more maintenance; requires FAA approval.

6. Seat Panel Markers Additional aisle awareness adds approximately 45
Adds to aisle seconds of visibility; new markers; requires
awareness. Self- FAA approval.
illuminated

7. Seat Frame lights Additional aisle illumination; adds approximately
Add more lights 60 seconds of visibility in dense smoke conditions.
Incandescent Needs new fixtures, batteries, and more maintenance;

requires FAA approval.

8. Seat Frame and Provides aisle and ceiling illumination; ados
Ceiling Lights approximately 60 seconds of visibility in dense
New System smoke conditions. Requires new fixture develop,;ent
Incandescent and verification; major change; requires FAA

verification and recertification.

4



TABLE 1

EMERGENCY LIGHTING SYSTEMS (CONTINUED)

Candidate Systems Characteristics

S. Floor Strip Lights Provides approximately 90 seconds of visibility
Add more lights in dense smoke conditions. Requires new fixtures
Incandescent and more maintenance; light blocked by debris.

Requires FAA approval. Requires dev lopment test.

10. Floor Lights Provides approximately 90 seconds c risibility
New System in dense smoke conditions. Require cw fixtures
Incandescent and more maintenance. Major floor nge;

requires FAA recertification/verifi Lin; light
blocked by debris.

11. Floor Lights Provides approximately 90 seconds of visibility
Adds more lights in dense smoke conditions. Requires new
Electroluminescent fixtures, transformer; light blocked by debris;

requires FAA approval.

TABLE 2

EMERGENCY LIGHTING ELEMENTS

Aircraft Model

Item DC-8 DC-9 DC-10 L-1011 A300 727 737 747 757 767

Aisles 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 2

Markers, End 16 8 24 28 32 18 4 10 13 12

Markers, Aisle 101 77 166 164 160 62 58 272 87 150
Signs 12 8 8 8 8 9 6 13 10 8

Lights, Seat 46 28 80 92 84 31 28 132 37 70

Lights, Partition 8 6 10 18 12 8 2 23 6 13

Batteries 4 7 4 4 8 4 4 15 4 7

Seats 253 166 345 351 286 164 148 545 224 273

Lamps/Battery 32 5 51 51 14 14 14 14 14 14

Battery Voltage 28 2.5 30 30 6 6 6 6 6 6
(Volts)

Battery Cells 22 2 25 25 5 5 5 5 5 5
Lamp Model No. 1437 1315 1829 1829 1810 1810 1810 1810 1810 1810
Lamp Current(Amps) 0.06 1 0.07 0.07 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

Built-in Test 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Equipment
(BITE) Panel

5
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There would be some cost differential but it was not considered significant; therefore, cost data
for the retrofit condition presented at the end of Section 2 would apply to both the two-year

retrofit and retrofit during major overhaul.

CONCEPTS AND ANALYSIS

A review and analysis of the previously assembled data base for emergency lighting in dense

smoke conditions revealed four categories of lighting systems. These lighting categories and

locations are:

* Incandescent

- Baggage Rack Bullnose

- Sidewall

- Aisle Seat Frame

- Aisle Seat Armrest

- Aisle Seat Frame and Ceiling

- Floor Strips

- Floor

-. Fluorescent

- Aisle Seat Armrest

*Electroluminescent

Aisle Seat Panel

- Floor

*L Self-Illuminated

- Aisle Seat Frame

The two concepts chosen as candidates for cost analysis are further defined in this section.

Cost, installation, and other parameters listed in this section were used to evaluate the degree of

merit of various concepts for improving emergency lighting in dense cabin smoke. For each

design or on(eptual alternative, these parameters are assigned a zero or unit value depending



on its comparative merit. This process was based on engineering experience and judgment.
These parameters were combined into a single number which expressed the merit of the design.
The best design among competing alhernatives produced the largest merit value. A list of

- parameters and their application follows:

Parameters Application

Cost Material and design
Installation Difficulty, labor cost, elapsed time
Illumination Ability of passenger to be guided along exit route during layered smoke
Maintainability Service checking frequency and accessibility to serviced parts
Regulation Degree of difficulty in achieving certification
Weight Increase in the operational cost to the fleet
Safety Probability of lighting system parts causing injury to passenger or initiating

airframe damage
" Reliability Likelihood of system availability during the emergency smoke condition or

frequency of verification of checkout to assure a satisfactory system reliabil-
ity rate and common failure modes

* A statistical evaluation of the 11 proposed candidate lighting systems was performed using the
above parameters. Weights were assigned by comparing each candidate system with all others
for each parameter, and assigning a value of one to whichever candidate was picked to be the
more feasible of any two being considered (see Table 4). The number of ones that each candidate

" system received for each parameter were summed and recorded. Then, the total number of ones
that each candidate system received for all eight parameters were summed and are shown in
Table 5. The candidate systems were ranked in order, with the candidate system having the
largest number assigned the highest ranking. This approach makes available formalized and
quantifiable judgments. It also makes decision biases visible and available for review.

The 11 candidate emergency lighting systems and their ranking are shown in Table 6. Candidate
systems ranked 5, 6, 7, 10, and 11 are complete systems. The other candidates supplement the
existing emergency light system.
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TABLE 5
RANKING DATA

2• A
Candidate/Rank Total

1 Seat Self-Illuminated 10 10 9 10 10 3 2 0 64

2 Seat Incandescent 7 5 7 7 7 10 7 7 57

3 Sidewall Incandescent 9 8 10 9 9 5 0 8 58

S4 Floor Strip 8 6 1 3 1 9 9 9 46

5 Seat/Ceiling 4 6 5 6 5 5 5 3 39

6 BaggageRack 4 9 4 5 8 1 1 4 36

7 Floor Incandescent 0 4 7 8 5 2 10 0 36

8 Floor Electroluminescent 6 3 0 1 0 8 8 6 34

9 Seat Electroluminescent 4 1 6 2 3 7 3 5 31

10 Armrest Incandescent 2 3 2 4 4 1 4 2 22

11 Armrest Fluorescent 1 0 4 0 3 2 5 1 16

NOTE: Although the total for the seat incandescent system was one unit lower than
the sidewall system, the seat system was ranked higher as it provides more
aisle illumination. Another system that should be considered for future
consideration is floor strip lighting. Insufficient test data lowered its
rating.

F- 11



TABLE 6

CANDIDATE SYSTEMS AND RANKINGS

Complete Supplemental

Rank Systems System System

1 Aisle Seat Frame - Self-Illuminated x

2 Aisle Seat Frame - Incandescent X

3 Sidewall - Incandescent X

4 Floor - Incandescent Strips X

5 Aisle Seat Frame and Ceiling X

6 Floor - Incandescent X

7 Baggage Rack Bullnose - Incandescent X

8 Floor - Electroluminescent X

9 Aisle Seat Panel - Electroluminescent X

" 10 Aisle Seat Armrest - Incandescent X

- 11 Aisle Seat Armrest - Fluorescent X

TABLE 7

AISLE ILLUMINATION

Reading Foot-Candle

1 0.854 Note: The lamp voltage was 26.24 V and the

2 0.324 measurements were made 16.5 inches apart at

3 1.028 floor level in the center of the aisle. The

4 0.368 average illumination was 0.663 foot-candle.

5 0.942 For a 1.83 lamp voltage, the average illumina-

6 0.303 tion would be 0.299 foot-candle.

7 1.180

8 0.310

12
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SYSTEM DEFINITION

The emergency lighting system definition included the description of two models. Each model

consists of the elements needed to provide a longer passenger awareness period of the evacua-
tion route and exit during dense cabin smoke conditions. A review of emergency lighting sys-

tems and the effects of dense smoke in the cabin revealed subsystems that deserved further

investigation. Eleven subsystems were defined and ranked according to feasibility and effective-

ness. The following two subsystems were selected for detailed cost analysis:

1. Self-illuminated markers on each aisle seat and self-illuminated signs beside each exit.

2. Incandescent lights under each aisle seat, on one side of the aisle, and self-illuminated signs

beside each exit.

Both of these systems supplement the existing emergency lighting system. The increased illumi-

nation provided by the markers and signs is negligible, but awareness of the escape route is suf-

ficient to aid the passenger during evacuation in dense cabin smoke conditions. The incandescent

lights, mounted under the seats, provide a significant amount of illumination, and when meas-

ured at floor level, the readings exceed FAR requirements (see Table 7). These lights would

illuminate an escape route in dense cabin smoke conditions for a significant length of time.

Technical Description of System Model 1

The self-illuminated marker and exit sign concept was defined as System Model I and is shown

in Figure 2. This system features a marker on the side of each aisle seat; on the fore or aft sides

FIGURE 2. SYSTEM MODEL1
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of the aisle seats at each exit; and on the aisle side of each galley, lavatory, and divider. Exit

signs were located midway down and to the side of each emergency exit. The parameters for the

self-illuminated markers and exit signs are shown in Table 8. The markers were mounted so that

they were visible to the passenger in the aisle. Bonding was used to attach the markers to the

seat panel. Use of mounting holes in the seat was not considered to avoid recertifying the seat.
The exit signs were attached by bonding. The total weight added by the System Model 1

configuration was approximately 10 pounds for the DC-9 and 18 pounds for the DC-10. The half-
life of the markers and signs is 7 to 8 years; therefore, the operation and maintenance costs

would be small.

System Model 1 is considered feasible within aircraft design and operational constraints

although evacuation demonstrations are needed to determine the total number of markers
required and their effect in dense cabin smoke conditions. The operational impact of

implementing these on existing aircraft systems would be minimal.

Technical Description of System Model 2

The incandescent lights and self-illuminated exit sign concept shown in Figure 3 was defined as

System Model 2. This system consists of electric light fixtures under the aisle seat and self-

illuminated exit signs located midway down and to the side of each emergency exit. Additional

,-'4. elements of the incandescent lighting system include batteries, circuit breakers, built-in test

equipment (BITE), and wiring. On single-aisle aircraft, either aisle seat could be used. On dual-

-A aisle aircraft, the seat on the outboard side of the aisle was used. The batteries were mounted

above the baggage racks or in lower cargo areas and the wiring run along the sidewalls and

under the seats. The parameters for the incandescent lights, other electrical elements, and self-

. illuminated exit signs are shown in Table 8. The total weight added by the System Model 2 con-

figuration was approximately 40 pounds for the DC-9 and 85 pounds for the DC-10. The opera-

tion and maintenance costs are similar to the existing emergency lighting operation and

maintenance costs.

System Model 2 is considered feasible within aircraft design and operation constraints but is

more costly than System Model 1. Evacuation demonstrations in dense smoke conditions could

be used to establish the number of lights required. FAR 25.811 and FAR 25.812 may require

changes in test method. The impact of implementing these on operation and maintenance of ex-

isting aircraft would be significant, and would be similar to the existing emergency light system.

COST ANALYSIS

The cost analysis section contains the cost data generated to assess the economics of proposed

concepts for improved interior emergency lighting and emergency exit and locator signs in

14
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A

FIGURE 3. SYSTEM MODEL 2

transport aircraft. It includes the approach used to derive the costs and the results and the

methodology. With respect to cost, emphasis was placed on the two most viable approaches to an

intelligent solution of the problem. Accordingly, the program funding for this study effort was

*used to provide the decision-making levels with the most credible set of cost data. However, it

*should be noted that the primary concern is directed at a comparative analysis and, therefore,

* imprecision in the costs should be expected.

Specific categories of cost were identified, quantified, and evaluated. In the process, it was

determined that flexibility in estimating was essential to allow for either a retrofit case or a pro-

duction case involving new aircraft. A conventional estimating process was used which basically

involves extrapolations from a historical data base, and specific attention was given to any

unique characteristics of a concept in order to maximize the discrete estimating approach.

An acquisition cost structure was formulated to identify the significant functional elements to be

quantified and thus provide a contribution to the concept evaluation process. Emphasis was

placed on the development of reasonable and relative costs for the selected concepts instead of

absolute values. The cost data are also limited to the extent of the technical knowledge and

understanding available regarding the design and installation associated with each approach.

Therefore, cost data were generated consistent with these technical definitions and

char icteristics.

The acquisition cost data are reported by the major resource categories of nonrecurring engi-

neering and recurring or production. In generating the costs, these major categories were bro-

ken down further into functional elements which covered all categories of labor, raw materials,

and purchased parts. The design, or nonrecurring engineering effort, was assumed to be accom-

plished by a major airframe manufacturer. Installation in the newly constructed aircraft was also

considered to be within the purview of the airframe manufacturer. On the other hand, the

retrofit efforts were estimated as an airline function. Cost factors vary between the two.

16
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The dominant acquisition costs and complexities of the incandescent lighting concept provide

ample insight into conclusions reached on the operating and maintenance costs. The acquisition
cost was derived for evaluation purposes and was used as the cost criterion for economic com-

parisons between the candidate approaches. The operating and maintenance costs are con-

sidered to be 10 percent per year of the implementation costs for each model.

It is advisable to understand the basis for the costs contained in this section and the ground rules
from which they were structured. While it is customary to compare costs with prior results

and/or competing concepts, it also follows that any such comparison be accomplished with

meticulous attention to the basis of the estimates.

- Results

Cost Summary - Cost data for the selected concepts were derived for 10 models of commercial

- transports distributed over 35 domestic airlines. This distribution, given in Table 3, was struc-

tured to show aircraft sizing by the available number of seats. The total number of parts re-

* quired for each concept is also provided in this table.

* The acquisition costs and weight required to incorporate each concept are summarized in Table

9. The summaries are given by model of airplane, concept, and retrofit installation.

TABLE 9

TOTAL FLEET COST SUMMARY AND ADDED WEIGHT PER AIRPLANE
(COST IN CONSTANT 1983 DOLLARS - MILLIONS, WEIGHT IN POUNDS)

LIGHTS AND SIGNS MARKERS AND SIGNS

. AIRPLANE AIRPLANE TOTAL WEIGHT WEIGHT
MODEL QUANTITY COST (PER APL) COST (PER APL)

* (Model 2) (Model 1)

737 369 9.693 37 2.078 7

, 727 1,023 24.099 41 5.520 10

DC-9 511 13.071 40 2.822 10

751 90 2.959 45 0.623 15

DC-8 79 3.736 64 0.663 14

767 105 5.483 78 1.005 16

A300 34 1.797 90 0.354 18

DC-1O 156 8.918 85 1.747 18

L-1011 118 6.450 92 1.298 18

747 122 12.850 152 2.128 27

TOTAL 2,607 89.056 18.238
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Figures 4 and 5 display how total cumulative costs vary with the quantity produced. These types
* of curves were developed for each model evaluated and still in production. With these curves, it

was possible to obtain the total cost to produce any given quantity of airplanes for each concept

and model.

It is apparent that the lowest cost approach is the one incorporating the self-illuminated markers
and signs. In this concept, the cost is only about 20 percent of the incandescent lights and signs.
The cost of the retrofit installation case for each concept is higher than the production case. The
cost difference between production and retrofit for the markers and signs on the various
airplanes is not as large as the difference associated with the lights and signs - about $2 million
versus $14 million.

Detailed Cost by Airline - The retrofit cost data provided in Table 9 are presented in greater
detail in Tables 10 and 11. These sets of data provide the cost summary by airline, airplane
model, and candidate model for the retrofit case only. It should be noted that each airline is con-
sidered to have its work accomplished independent of the size of the total fleet. Therefore, learn-
ing is not a significant factor.

. It is not necessary to provide a detailed breakdown for the production case by model for each air-
line, since the work would be accomplished at the airplane manufacturer's plant and the cost per
model would be the same for each airline.

" Unit Cost Values - The cost data provided in Tables 10 and 11 (total fleet costs for each concept.

model, and airline for the retrofit case) are translated into unit cost values per airplane as they
pertain to each individual airline. The results are shown in Tables 12 and 13. This is accom-

plished by simply dividing the total costs in Tables 10 and 11 by the airplane quantities given in
Table 3. It is apparent that the driving factor on a unit basis in the retrofit case is the aircraft
size. As a matter of reference, the average unit value per airplane for the production and total
quantities by model are shown in Figures 4 and 5.

Approach

The acquisition costs were derived for evaluation purposes and used as the cost criterion for the
cost-effectiveness analyses in making economic comparisons. A synopsis of the Douglas ap-

proach is given below.

1 . All applicable and identifiable elements of cost that comprise the acquisition structure and

are deemed significant and available to the analyses were identified, lassified, and
delineated.

2. Basic ground rules, assumptions, constraints, and guidelines were identified.

18
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- 3. Douglas' experience and historical data on analogous concepts were applied to the maxi-

mum extent possible.

4. Cost elements were quantified through application of proven factors. An existing data bank

and the factors were used to obtain vendor historical quotes.

5. Individual cost elements were summed to the major level of the cost categories established

and measurable at this time and documented.

The primary approach used to derive the acquisition costs is known as the discrete estimating

technique. This involved identifying the sequence of operations for the nonrecurring and recur-

ring elements of labor and the raw materials and purchased parts required for each concept and

each type of installation (retrofit or production) for the DC-9 and DC-10 as the two baselines.

The elements of labor identified were engineering design, sustaining engineering, planning,

manufacturing, and inspection. A fee or profit was included as an element of the cost buildup to

the price level. Labor hours were converted into dollars by applying a composite rate which in-

cluded the direct labor man-hour cost, overhead, general and accounting, and other direct or

miscellaneous charges. However, the rate varied between the airline doing the retrofit and the

airplane manufacturer accomplishing the work on-line.

Work done in manufacturing was subjected to the benefits of the progress improvement curve.

. At the airline level, this was not as significant because of the quantities and times at which the

effort would be accomplished.

In determining estimates for the production case, different quantities were considered; i.e., 30,

300, 400, and 1,000 airplanes. A curve was developed for each aircraft model, from which it was

possible to select a cost for a given airplane quantity for an airline.

All basic cost data (labor hours, materials, etc.) were eventually translated into a cost per seat

* and cost per part factor. These factors formed the basis for developing the estimates for all

models exclusive of the two baselines. This was accomplished by developing a linear correlation

of the number of parts versus the number of seats for each model (all 10 airplanes). The resulting

line of regression had a standard error of estimate of ± 16.371 and a coefficient of correlation of

0.968 for the concept of self-illuminated markers and signs. In the concept for the incandescent

lights and signs, the standard error of estimate was ± 9.705 and the coefficient of correlation of

• -0.946.

Ground Rule. and Assumptions

Ground rules were prepared and assumptions made in developing the costs as well as to serve as

guidelines for understanding the estimates and the components. This was done to establish a

-P._S
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*- consistent and valid basis for extrapolating from two baseline airplanes to a generic type applica-

tion with a minimum of uncertainty.

The significant assumptions and ground rules which governed the development of the cost data
are given below:

* Costs for all equipment and effort are expressed in constant 1983 dollars.

* Operating and maintenance costs were assumed to be 10 percent of the costs of implementa-
tion. It was determined by inspection that the case with incandescent lights and self-

illuminated signs would dominate the alternate approach.

In the retrofit case, it was assumed that each airline would either do its own work or have it
done by subcontractors. The aircraft manufacturer was never involved with a retrofit esti-
mate. This is an important ground rule because the labor rates varied between the aircraft
manufacturers and the airline maintenance personnel in assessing the retrofit case versus
incorporating the concepts during the manufacture of the airplanes.

All acquisition cost data are considered to be rough-order-of-magnitude estimates only, and
they do not represent a commitment on the part of Douglas or any other business to furnish
products and services in the amounts stipulated.

All hardware and software elements include base labor rate, overhead, G&A, miscellaneous

other direct changes, and profit.

No new tooling was required. It was assumed that work accomplished in the areas under
consideration would have sufficient existing tooling to accomplish each task.

All materials and purchased parts were flat priced - no progress improvement curve was

assumed.

25
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SECTION 8
CONCLUSIONS

* The conclusions of this study are:

1. Two feasible systems have been defined for improved emergency lighting in dense cabin

smoke conditions, and detailed implementation costs have been provided for possible use on

the commercial fleet.

*2. The costs of System Model 2, incandescent lights and self -illuminated exit signs, were found
to be five times the cost of System Model 1, self -illuminated markers and exit signs.

*3. The operational and maintenance costs of System Model 2 would be significantly higher

than those of System Model 1.

4. Additional costs for emergency lighting certification due to prospective changes in FAR
25.812 were not considered in this study.

26
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APPENDIX
FEDERAL AVIATION REGULATIONS

PART 25 AIRWORTH INESS STANDARDS: TRANSPORT ('ATE(M~Y A IRPI..ANE.S

S25.811 Emergency exit marking.

) (a) Each passenger emergency exit, its
means of access, and its means of opening must
be conspicuosly marked.

(b) The identity and location of each pas-
enger emergency exit must be recognizable
from a distance equal to the width of the cabin.

(c) Means must be provided to assist the
occupants in locating the exits in conditions
of dense smoke.

(d) The location of each passenger emer-
gency exit must be indicated by a sign visible
to occupants approaching along the main
passenger aisle (or aisles). There must be-

(1) A passenger emergency exit loacator
sign above the aisle (or aisles) near each
passenger emergency exit, or at another
overhead location if it is more practical be-
cause of low headroom, except that one sign
may serve more than one exit if each exit
can be seen readily from the sign;

(2) A passenger emergency exit mark-
ing sign next to each passenger emergency
e,.it, except that one sign may serve two such
exits if they both can be seen readily from

-. - the sign; and
(3) A sign on each bulkhead or divider

that prevents fore and aft vision along the
passenger cabin to indicate emergency exits
beyond and obscured by the bulkhead or
divider, except that if this is not possible the
sign may be placed at another appropriate
location.

1(e) The location of the operating handle
and instructions for opening exits from the
inside of the airplane must be shown in the
following manner:

[(I) Each passenger emergency exit must
have, on or near the exit, a marking that is
readable from a distance of 30 inches.
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- PART 25 AIRWORTHINESS STANDARDS: TRANSPORT CATEGORY AIRPLANES 69

[(2) Each Type I and Type A passenger percent or less, the reflectance of the lighter

emergeney exit operating handle must- color must be at least 45 percent. "'Reflect-

[(i) Be self-illuminated with an initial ance" is the ratio of the luminous flux re-
brightness of at least 160 nu)crolamberts, flected by a body to the luminous flux it
or receives. When the reflectance of the darker

[(ii) Be conspicuously located anti well color is greater than 15 p;ercent, at least a

illuminated by the emergency lighting 30-percent difference between its reflectance
even in conditions of occupant crand the reflectance of the lighter color must

at the exit. cb provided.

[(3) Each Type I II passenger emerenc in(3) In the case of exits other than those
t pEati Te p r e y in the side of the fuselage, such as ventral

exit operating ian(Ile must be lf-illuni- or tail cone exits the external means of open-
nated with an initial brightness of at least or ilune istructio ns f pe,
164) microlamberts. If the operatingr handle ing, including instructions if applicable,-is coveredl. self -illiinate cover removal must be conspicuously marked in red, or

m~coerd.sifilumimaedcoe ritovl bright chrome yel lowiftebcgonclr
instructions having an initial brightness of p - f the background color

is such that red is inconspicuous. When the
at least 160 microlamberts must also be pro- opening means is located on only one side of

the fuselage, a conspicuous marking to that

[(4) Each Type A. Type I. and Type II effect must be provided on the other side.
passenger emergency exit with a locking
mechanism released bv rotary motion of the (g) Each sign required by paragraph (d)
handle must be marked- of this section may use the word "exit" in its

legend in place of the term "emergency exit".[(i) With a red arrow, with a shaft at

least three-fourths of an inch wide and a f 25.812 Emergency fighting.
head twice the width of the shaft, extend-
ing along at least 70 degrees of arc at a (a) An emergency lighting system, inde-
radius approximately equal to three- pendent of the main lighting system, must be

fourths of the handle length. installed. However, the sources of gel, eral

[(ii) So that the centerline of the exit cabin illumination may be common to both

handle is within ±1 inch of the projected the emergency and the main lighting systems

point of the arrow when the handle has if the power supply to the emergency lighting
reached full travel and has released the system is independent of the power supply to
locking mechanism. anti the main lighting system. The emergency

[(iii) With the word "open" in red lighting system must include:
letters 1 inch high, placed horizontally (1) Illuminated emergency exit marking
near the head of the arrow.] and locating signs, sources of general cabin

(f) Each emergency exit that is required to illumination, and interior lighting in enter-
be openable from the outside, and its means of gency exit areas.
opening, must be marked on the outside of the (2) Exterior emergency lighting.
airplane. In addition, the following apply: (b) Emergency exit signs-

(1) The outside marking for each passel%-
U) Te otsid makingforeachpasen-(1) For airplanes that have a passenger

ger emergency exit in the side of the fuselage
must include a '2-inch colored band outlining seating configuration, excluding pilot seats,
the exit. of 10 seats or more must meet the following

(2) Each outside marking including tile requirements:
hand, muest have color contrast to be readily (i) Each passenger emergency exit
distinguishable from the surrounding fuse- locator sign required by 25.11(d) (1)
lage surface. The contrast must be such that and each passenger emergency exit mark-
if the reflectance of the darker color is 15 ing sign required by §25.11 (d) (2) must

Ch. 10 tAmdb. 25-46, If. 12/l/76)
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70 AIRWORTHINESS STANDARDS7 TRANSPORT CATEGORY AIRPLANES PART 25

have red letters at least 11/2 inches high seat, whichever is farther forward, to the most
on an illuminated white background, and rearward passenger eniorgency exit or cabin
must have an area of at least 21 square occupant seat, whiche'er is farther aft.
inches excluding the letters. The lighted (d) The floor of the passageway leading

'. background -to- letter contrast mnust be atbeackround-Te-letter contrast toistrobe- a to each floor-level pabsenger emergency exit,
least 10:1. The letter height to stroke- between the main aisles and the exit openings,
width ratio may not be more than 7 :1 must be provided with illumination that is not
nor less than 6:1. These signs must be less than 0.02 foot-candle measured along a

.,internally electrically illuminated with a line that is within six inches of and parallel

* background brightness of at least 25 foot- to th fo an i ce o the pare
labrsadahg-olwbcgon to the floor and is centered on the passenger,lamberts and a high-to-low background evacuation path.

contrast no greater than 3:1.

(ii) Each passenger emergency exit (e) Except for subsystems provided in ac-
sign required by . 25.811(d) (3) must have cordance with paragraph (g) of this section
red letters tit least 11/2 inches high on a that serve no more than one assist means, are
white background hav-ing an area of at independent of the airplane's main emergency

least 21 square inches excluding the letters. lighting system, and are automatically acti-

These signs must be internally electrically vated whin the assist means is erected, the
emergency lighting system must be designedilluminated or self-illuminated by other as follows:

than electrical means and must have an
initial brightness of at least 400 micro- [(1) The lights must be operable man-
lamberts. The colors may be reversed in uallv frot the flight crew station and from

the case of a sign that is self-illuminated a point in the passenger compartment that
is readily accessible to a normal flight at-by other than electrical means.tedtsa.
tendant seat.

(2) For airplanes that have a passenger [(2) There must he a flight crew warning
seating configuration, excluding pilot seats, light which illuminates when power is on in
of nine seats or less, that are required by the airplane and the emergency lighting
§25.811(d) (1), (2), and (3) must have red

control device is not armed.
letters at least 1 inch high on a white back- control device is ntre
ground at least 2 inches high. These signs [(3) The cockpit control device must have
may be internally electrically illuminated, an "on." "off.- and "armed" position so that

or self-illuminated by other than electrical when armed in the cockpit or turned on at

means, with an initial brightness of at least either the cockpit or flight attendant station

160 microlamberts. The colors may be re- the lights will either light or remain lighted

versed in the case of a sign that is self- upon interruption (except an interruption

illuminated by other than electrical means. caused by a transverse vertical separation of
the fuselage during crash landing) of the(c) General illumination in the passenger airplane's normal electric power. There

cabin must be provided so that when measured a nia t saeu r Thmad

along the centerline of main passenger aisle(s), vetent operation of the control (gevice from

and cross aisle(s) between main aisles, at seat the "armed or on positions.]

armrest height and at 40-inch intervals, the

average illumination is not less than 0.05 foot- (f) Exterior emergency lighting must he

candle and the illumination at each 40-inch provided as follows:
interval is not less than 0.01 foot-candle. A (1) At each overwing emergency exit
main passenger, aisle(s) is considered to ex- the illumination must be-
tend along the fuselage from the most forward (i) Not less than 0.03 foot-candle
pas4enger emergency exit or cabin occupant (measured normal to the direction of the

Ch. 10 IAmdt. 25-46, MC. 1211171
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PART 25 AIRWORTHINESS STANDARDS: TRANSPORT CATEGORY AIRPLANES 71

incident light) on a two-square-foot area automatically activated when the assist
where an evacuee is likely to make his first means is erected, the lighting provisions--step outside the cabin; (i) May not be adversely affected by

(ii) Not less than 0.05 foot-candle stowage; and
(measured normal to the direction of the (ii) Must provide illumination of not
incident light) for a minimum width of less than 0.03 foot-candle (measured nor-
42 inches for a Type A overwing emer- mal to the direction of incident light) at
gency exit and of 2 feet for all other the ground end of the erected assist means
overwing emergency exits along the 30 where an evacuee would normally make
percent of the slip-resistant portion of the first contact with the ground, with the air-
escape route required in § 25.803(e) that plane in each of the attitudes correspond-
is farthest from the exit; and ing to the collapse of one or more legs of

(iii) Not lees than 0.03 foot-candle on the landing gear.
the ground surface with the landing gear (h) The energy supply to each emergency
extended (measured normal to the direc- lighting unit must provide the required level
tion of the incident light) where an of illumination for at least 10 minutes at the
evacuee using the established escape route critical ambient conditions after emergency
would normally make first contact with landing.
the ground.
(2) At each non-overwing emergency (i) If storage batteries are used as the

exit not required by § '25.809(f) to have energy supply for the emergency lighting sys-descent assist means the illumination must tem, they may be recharged from the airplane'sbe not less than 0.03 foot-candle (measured main electric power system: Provided, That,

normal to the direction of the incident light) the charging circuit is designed to preclude
on the ground surface with the landing gear
extended where an evacuee is likely to make circuit faults.

his first contact with the ground outside the (j) Components of the emergency lighting

cabin. system, including batteries, wiring relays,

(g) The means required in § 25.809(f) (1) lamps, and switches must be capable of normal
operation after having been subjected to the

and (h) to assist the occupants in descending inertia forces listed in § 25.561(b).

to the ground must be illuminated so that the

erected assist means is visible from the air- (k) The emergency lighting system must be
plane. In addition- designed so that after any single transverse

(1) If the assist means is illuminated by vertical separation of the fuselage during crash

exterior emergency lighting, it must provide landing-

illumination of not less than 0.03 foot-candle (1) Not more than 25 percent of all elec-

(measured normal to the direction of the trically illuminated emergency lights re-

incident light) at the ground end of the quired by this section are rendered inopera-
erected assist means where an evacuee using tive, in addition to the lights that are directly
the established escape route would normally damaged by the separation;
make first contact with the ground, with the (2) Each electrically illuminated exit sign
airplane in each of the attitudes correspond- required under § 25.811(d) (2) remains op-
ing to the collapse of one or more legs of erative exclusive of those that are directly
the landing gear. damaged by the separation; and

(2) If the emergency lighting subsystem (3) At least one required exterior emer-
illuminating the assist means serves no other gency light for each side of the airplane
sist means, is independent of the airplane's remains operative exclusive of those that are

main emergency lighting system, and is directly damaged by the separation.
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